98 ram headlights

We also offer Dodge RAM fog light upgrades, off-road lighting, cab lights, interior LED bulbs,
tail lights, cargo lights and much more! Dodge offers an excellent variety of mid-sized and large
trucks, SUVs, and off-road vehicles. Their Dodge Ram , , and series are one of the most popular
off-road trucks while Dodge Durango is popular for its stylish, sleek look. All Dodge vehicles
offer plenty of options for lighting customization. Dodge off-road trucks and UVs have been
very popular and internationally recognized since the early nineties. The Dodge Ram and
Durango have been their most popular brands. Dodge Ram underwent major upgrades and
modifications during the early s and s. Similarly, Dodge Durango also underwent a massive
overhauled in and Both models offer a powerful engine, smooth drive, and brilliant handling
performance. However, their lighting systems leave something to be desired. Many vehicle
owners opt for a lighting system upgrade to improve the headlights, fogs, and taillights on their
Dodge Ram , , or for safer off-road driving. Similarly, Dodge Durango can be updated with more
advanced headlights and fogs to make it unique and spectacular. Dodge vehicles generally
come with factory fitted Halogen bulbs that lose their brightness within a year. These bulbs are
slightly more expensive but offer a far better output, which will increase driving comfort and
safety. We offer a full range of HID headlight bulbs that will increase the output on your heavy
Dodge Ram truck, especially when driving off-road. The possible color varieties for HID bulbs
include, Pure Yellow output that is ideal for turn signals and fogs â€” K. A natural-looking white
color that appears slightly. Great for sidelights â€” K. A pure white output that does not give
any hint of blue â€” K. An icy white glow that looks similar to LED display â€” K. A bluish-white
color that gives a cool icy glow â€” K. The preferred range for HID bulbs is between k to K. If
you prefer a different color combination for your vehicle, be sure to check with our support
team before placing an order so that we deliver as per your exact requirements. LEDs are quite
popular because they offer greater visibility when you are driving at night. They are also more
stylish and ideal for improving the appearance of your Dodge Durango in urban areas. We offer
a variety of powerful, stylish and great value LED replacement bulbs for Dodge Durango that
will save you time and money. You can also get an LED Headlight kit to replace your factory
headlights through our store. We also offer LED bulbs for your interior lighting systems that
come in vibrant color varieties. Online visitors to our store should make full use of Dodge
lighting product listings on our website. Our lighting options include tail lights, headlights, fog
lights, turn indicators, cargo area lights, and daytime running lights, among others. All our
lighting products come from top brands and powered by fiber optic systems. The page for each
bulb includes all the necessary information that you will need to select the best bulb with the
right size and power for your vehicle. Our replacement bulbs will also come in handy when you
are looking to change burned-out bulbs. We also offer full accessories, connectors, ballasts,
and kits that you might need for a retrofit job. The next time you are looking to replace the
headlights, parking lights, or turning signal bulbs on your Dodge, go for something stunning
with our selection! We offer complete guidance in lighting solutions for all models of Dodge
Ram and Dodge Durango. When you get in touch, our experienced technicians will offer
complete guidance for an easy replacement of light bulbs on your Dodge vehicle. Whether you
are looking to replace headlight bulbs, change a broken lightbulb, install an HID or LED
headlight conversion or replace factory-fitted light bulbs, our customer support experts will
save you hours trying to figure out which light bulb is best for your Dodge. Feel free to browse
through our extensive list of Dodge light bulbs. We stock OEM light upgrades for Dodge,
including replacement bulbs for headlights, turn signals, breaks, fogs, interiors, and much
more. We also offer complete accessories and necessary tools that will help you upgrade the
lights on your vehicle to something better. The new fifth-generation Ram truck, released by FCA
in late is available with 3 different headlight options, and 2 different tail light options. If your
truck came from the dealer with traditional style halogen headlight, fog light and tail light
housings, we have all the high-end LED and HID options you need to upgrade your styling and
brightness. For ALL versions of the new model Ram trucks we have other off-road and auxiliary
lighting. We've tested everything available today to bring you the best of the best and brightest
options! Also the new Durango was available with a halogen fog light and an LED projector fog
light option. No matter which trim level or model of Durango you got your hands on, we have all
the different products available for you! Got a tech question? Wholesale inquiry? Contact us
today! Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or
upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. Join the Revolution:. YEAR Filter: RAM RAM Baja
Designs. Diode Dynamics. KC Hi-Lites. Rigid Industries. Quick Add to Cart. Browse Our Dodge
Bulb Variety Online visitors to our store should make full use of Dodge lighting product listings
on our website. The headlights on my 98 Dodge Ram Diesel will not come on. The parking lights
come on when the switch is pulled - but no lights. Not even brights. When I flick over my brights
- I can get the lamps to work as long as I hold the level to switch to brights. As soon as I let it go

- the lights are gone again. Any ideas? Already checked fuses. As soon as I let it go - the Look
inside the under hood box for the headlight relay. There are other identical relays you can swap
out to test if that is the problem. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this
point. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying
surge. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help. Gerard Depardieu charged with
rape, sex assault in Paris. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan
divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson.
Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Answer Save. This Site Might Help You. RE:
headlights wont work 98 Ram ? How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote
the answer. Levi F. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Now headlights
work, but all other lights are out. Inside, running lights, tail, brake. Do you. Was this answer.
Had the same problem with my The problem is the switch because when they made the switch
they did not make it strong enough. The rating of the switch is too low so what I did was cut the
two wires out of the switch and ran them to a stronger toggle switch. I have all my lights and
they work great. It also sounds like you have another bad switch. Which two wires? Mine is
weird I have tail trial and running light if I ease the switch on and then if I hold the blinker switch
all the wY open I have lights too Was this answer. You need to start a new question specific to
your truck, and please be sure to list the engine size, transmission type, and mileage. We need
that information to find the right wiring diagrams, and we use the mileage to determine the best
suspects for a problem. This question shows up on our list as already having received a reply,
and unlike other sites where anyone can chime in, this is an ongoing conversation between just
two people. None of the experts will know you added a comment so they won't read it or have a
chance to reply. That won't get you the help you need. One comment that never appeared here
has to do with overheated terminals on ignition switches, head light switches, and dimmer
switches. A less-than-perfect connection between mating terminals in a connector, or between
the contacts inside a switch, will cause heat to build up from the electrical current flowing
through the small resistance. That heat causes the resistance to increase, and that creates more
heat, Until finally the plastic connector body melts and the terminals become black. Almost
everyone addresses only one of the concerns, but that is never the entire solution. Most
commonly, people will replace the switch, then assume the problem has been taken care of
when the circuit works. Some of us see the black terminals, cut them off, and replace them with
universal crimp-on terminals, then assume they solved the problem. You need to do both
repairs. The heat from either defect will migrate to the other place, so if terminals got hot
enough to turn black and melt the connector body, that heat has already damaged the switch's
internal contacts. Those contacts are going to continue to overheat and that heat will damage
the new terminals you just put on. Same if you just replace the switch. The terminals in the
connector have been damaged already and will continue to generate heat that will take out the
new switch. Just doing half of the repair is the cause for repeat failures. For my first comment of
value, you must replace the switch, then replace either the entire connector or the two black
terminals. Typically I cut the two terminals out of the melted plastic connector body, plug the
connector in that way, then install two new terminals to the wires and plug them into the switch
individually. Those two wires will be really stiff for the first four inches from being so hot. Solder
won't adhere to that, so cut that section off, splice in a new 4" section of the same gauge, then
seal the splice with heat shrink tubing. Never use electrical tape in a car as it will unravel into a
gooey mess on a hot day. Crimp on the new terminals, but be sure to solder them too. Those
crimped connections are only good for an amp or two, and they don't hold up well to vibration.
Butt connectors don't have any place in my shop, and they don't seal out moisture. My second
wondrous comment related to this is the people who have the most trouble with head light
switches are using fog lights all the time. Fog lights are c
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onsidered not part of normal driving, so the head light switch doesn't take the very high
additional current into account. We see the same problem with heater fan switches when people
use them on the highest speed all the time. That s also not considered normal. Related to that
heater fan switch, there was a recall on these trucks to address overheating of one pair of
contacts in the ignition switch. That pair turns on the heater fan, radio, power windows, and
wipers. It is possible for that to add up to close to 20 amps, which is a lot to ask of any switch.
The recall involved installing a short jumper harness with a relay to turn that high current on
and off. All the ignition switch had to do after that was to turn on and off the tiny current to
operate the relay. That was less than a quarter amp. Please login or register to post a reply. But
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